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Putting connections first in Humanities data modelling 



Technicalities - Relational vs Graph 

Table / Row / Column Value 

Column Value 
id 405 
name Mike 
address_id 608 

Column Value 
id 608 
street Acacia Av. 
city London 

HAS_ADDRESS 

Nodes / Relationships / Attributes 
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Relationships are distinct primitives 
 

Attribute Value 

from 1920 

to 1980 

Relationships can have attributes 
 

Node 

Node 
Attribute Value 

type Address 

street Acacia Av. 

city London 

Attribute Value 

type Person 

name Mike 
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Technicalities – Explicit schema vs Schemaless 

Typical relational DBs have a predefined schema 
•  Tables have a specific set of columns 

•  Columns have a specific data type (string, int, etc) 

Data model and schema are tightly coupled 

 
Typical graph DBs are “schemaless” 

•  Nodes can be of any type (or no type) 

•  New types of relationship can be added at any time 

•  Properties of any data type can be added 

Data model can evolve dynamically 
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Technicalities - Scalability 

Database scaling characteristics (simplified) 

•  Relational DB: Join time complexity proportional to 
number of rows in adjoining tables 

•  Native Graph DB: Node traversal time complexity 
proportional to number of relationships on traversed 
node path 

Speed of arbitrary traversal path independent of 
number of total nodes in the graph 
 
Table scan / index lookups vs. Direct pointer 
http://www.slideshare.net/aliraza995/neo4j-graph-storage-27104408 
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So what? – Unbounded traversals 

Graph structures inherently recursive: 
•  A node is defined by relationships to other nodes, 

which are defined by relationships to other nodes, 
etc etc 

•  Native Graph DBs designed for unbounded 
traversal  
•  Keep hopping from one node to another until 

some condition is met 

This makes graph DBs good for recursive structures: 

•  Hierarchies (e.g. archival descriptions, family trees) 

•  Linked lists (e.g. causal chains of events) 
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Example: common ancestors within a tree 

MATCH (c1 {name:”George”}), 
      (c2 {name:”Eugenie”}), 
    c1-[:CHILD_OF*]->a<-[:CHILD_OF*]-c2 
RETURN a.name 

MATCH (c1 {name:”George”}), 
      (c2 {name:”Eugenie”}), 
c1-[:CHILD_OF*..2]->a<-[:CHILD_OF*..2]-c2 
RETURN a.name 

Limit ancestry to at most two generations: 

Find a common ancestor for two people in a family tree: 

CYPHER 

CYPHER 
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Human networks – why graphs are in vogue 
 

Network of Thrones 
Andrew Beveridge and Jie Shan 
Math Horizons – April 2016 
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Social networks – why graphs are in vogue 
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Analytics: Paths – how are nodes connected? 

•  Is there way to get from one node to another? 

•  What is the shortest path from A to B, with the least 
fewest intermediate nodes? 

•  What is the average path length? 
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Analytics: Centrality 

What is the “most central” node? 

 

Several different interpretations: 

•  Degree centrality (# relationships normalised by # 
possible relationships) 

•  Closeness (eigenvalue) centrality (least sum of 
shortest path distances from any other node) 

•  Betweenness centrality (ratio of pairwise shortest 
paths that flows through a node n and the number 
of all shortest paths) 
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Analytics: Centrality 

Source: Kieran Healy – “Using 
Metadata to Find Paul Revere” 

https://kieranhealy.org/blog/archives/2013/06/09/using-metadata-to-find-paul-revere/ 

•  Cluster network by 
relationships 

•  Shows peripheral 
individuals 

•  Shows individuals that 
connect clusters  

Paul Revere! 
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Analytics: Communities, clusters, and cliques 

How dense is the graph (or parts of it)? 

•  For a given set of nodes, what is the ratio between 
their relationships to each other vs. the rest of the 
graph? 

•  Clustering data according to patterns of inter-related 
nodes 

•  “Perfect” cliques: groups of nodes which are all 
mutually connected 
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Modelling tools – adding semantics to graphs 

In addition to just the fact of relatedness, we can add 
additional semantics expressing how two nodes are 
connected: 

•  Directionality 
•  Relationships that don’t imply symmetric 

associativity 

•  Weights 
•  Relative importance of a relationship 

•  Degree of confidence in a factual assertion 

A path can incorporate direction and weights to give 
its overall cost to traverse from one node to another. 
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Contemporary use-case – First-Party fraud  

First-party fraud involves accumulating identities to 
gain access to credit, without intending to repay 

•  Identities are tied to real-life markers such as phone 
numbers and addresses 

•  A network of credit identities sharing multiple 
markers is a strong indication of first-party fraud 

MATCH (id1)-[:HAS_PHONE|LIVES_AT*]-> 
 (marker)<-[:HAS_PHONE|LIVES_AT*]-(id2) 
WHERE id1 <> id2 
RETURN DISTINCT id1, marker 
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Contemporary use-case – First-Party fraud  

See Dr Jim Webber (Neo4j): http://www.infoq.com/presentations/graph-fraud-detection 
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Contemporary use-case – ICIJ 

Connecting: 

•  Individuals 

•  Shell companies 

•  Accounts 
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Contemporary use-case – ICIJ 

ICIJ collaborative analysis of Panama Papers leak 
•  11 million docs from Mossack Fonseca 

•  100+ journalists around the world 

•  Used Linkurious (UI) and Neo4j (DB) to build up a 
picture of offshore tax networks 

Source: http://neo4j.com/blog/analyzing-panama-papers-neo4j/ 
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Humanities graph analysis - Challenges 

Power of network analysis naturally applicable to 
humanities and cultural heritage data. However: 

•  Challenge of “liveness” in the data 

•  Is our data rich and complete enough to 
meaningfully analyse? 

•  Most large scale graph datasets the result of 
user-interaction (e.g. Facebook, publication 
history, etc.) In the humanities, we need to 
somehow encode it ourselves. 

•  User interfaces are just as important as the DB 



Graph Analysis in EHRI 2 

Jewish Council Archives in Europe 
•  To what extent did Jews participate in various secular 

and religious networks? 
•  Does an individual’s network metrics have any relation 

to their chances of survival? 
•  Comparing the network metrics of religious and secular 

Jews and their chances of survival 
•  Participation in which networks best correlates with 

chances of survival: political, social, or economic? 
•  Was participation in non-Jewish networks helpful? 



Graph Analysis in EHRI 2 

Describing provenance of key archival fonds 

Many large German archival fonds related to the 
Holocaust have a complex history: 

!  No one original; many carbon copies 
!  Key material pertaining to Nuremburg trials first catalogued in 

Alexandria, VA 
!  Published variously in 1950s-60s 
!  Hundreds of archives selectively bought microfilmed copies (many 

have print outs of microfilmed material), many have reorganised it 

EHRI is starting to create relationships between fonds to 
build a network of provenentially-related archival material. 
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Summary 

Graph DBs differ in 3 key ways from RMDB systems: 

•  Relationships are first class primitives 

•  No high level data model schema 

•  Optimised for real-time querying of networks 

Many types of analytics relevant for historical 
questions: clusters, centrality etc. 

As always, data is key: 

•  Are these analytics reliable with “historical” data? 

•  How can we model our data to best take 
advantage of graph analytics? 



CONNECTING COLLECTIONS 

Thanks 


